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He is a great teacher. And he has more secrets to teach. I've been taking
lessons from him for about 15 years. His greatest gift is that he didn't have to
bend to change times. He stayed true to the music. His players, such as the

trumpet player Marshall Hill, have a long career. He, himself, is too true to his
own jazz piano book. He is far more than a teacher. He's a jazz musican who

has a wide, paying audience. His list of books is enormous. He can always say
what he loves about jazz, make bold predictions, say difficult things, make
fun, and be his true self. He's a basketball coach but he's not a basketball
kind of guy. Moki page He was a hot pianist. Unfortunately, he never got a

chance to play. He has a great sense of his instrument and a great sense of
harmony. His first three books are incredible. C. You will be provided with

complete access to our vast archive of top-quality transcription and
composition courses and material. These electronic platforms have great

audio and video interfaces, making them the ideal teaching tools. Tim
Richards is a music pedagogue of the highest calibre. I myself began my

music career in the late 1980s as a clarinettist, and I found the ability to learn
instrumental technique was highly transferable to my own piano playing. The

main ingredient I think is that Tim Richards approaches teaching as a
musician. He understands that you can never force learning or creativity, but

that inspiration and human interaction is a much more potent catalyst for
progress and musical development. The book appears as a complete
package, with guidance and examples for all blues piano styles, and a

comprehensive listing of exercises, all backed up with comprehensive pages
of chord progressions, scales and finger patterns. The CD is a wonderful

accompaniment in providing additional guidance and support, but the book
itself alone is absolutely superb.
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The work covers very wide areas of learning. You could equally learn the
theory and harmony of the blues style, improvising in the key of C and major

and minor pentatonic scales, or even learn about the basic blues harmony
and improvisation. Whichever you choose you'll walk away knowing more

than you did before. All of the material is represented by a wealth of music
examples that are concise and clear in their explanation and instruction. The

CD is well thought out, with clearly signposted sections for each section of the
book, and each exercises are used to provide direct listening material too.

Essentially the material is sold as part of the entire package, and both books
are of excellent quality. Overall, this is a superb and comprehensive resource.

With over 150 pages of material, there is enough content to keep you busy
for quite some time. As a teacher, I can only imagine it would be perfectly
acceptable to have this form your core teaching resources for anyone from

complete beginner right up to those wishing to set themselves a world
championship level performance. Whilst there is a little less actual piano

playing than in Richards previous books - enough to allow the student to get
the technique down without having to build their abilities piece by piece - the
speed and quantity of content have no question in terms of their value. This is

fine stuff, and I would have preferred to be able to recommend this as the
core curriculum that it surely is. But its not that it lacks value, for Richards

certainly proves his value as an educator and a catalyst to jazz education. In
fact, this collection is far from being just the back catalogue of some great

pianist who has crafted his own little manual. It provides a pathway through
the huge and growing world of jazz piano. Although the grading is not always
aligned neatly with existing grading systems it serves as a valuable reminder

of those arrangements. 5ec8ef588b
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